If thinking beyond the obvious and working for some of the largest
brands in the world is right up your lane, we want to welcome you to
Epiphany as our next:

Product / Web Design Intern
Our Essence
Our passion for marketing and facts has defined our mission – to inspire business decisions through
consumer stories and research. It’s what we like to call Research Based Consultancy. At Epiphany, we do
things differently. We tend to go off the beaten track in order to pave ways of reaching a satisfactory
moment of an Epiphany. How do we do this? We put the consumer’s voice in the center of our decision
making and we strive to take research and strategy to a higher level. One of the most vital ways we do that
is through Conversation Design and we’re looking for a Product/Web Design Intern to help us push the
vision further and craft next level experiences.

About you

You love to learn, you crave a challenge and above all you have a can-do mindset.
You study / studied in one of the following fields: Product Design, Communication & Media,
Interaction Design, User Experience Design or similar.
Is proficient in Figma and Adobe CC softwares.
Experience with programming/developing, videography, or animation is a plus.
You are fluent in spoken and written English.
You reside in The Netherlands.

What will you do?
Work closely with the development, research and consultancy teams to ensure alignment on project
objectives and milestones.

Together design meaningful digital conversations that bring joy and fulfillment to thousands of users all
over the world and at the same time uncover valuable insights for our customer base.

Help redefine digital conversations through operations, marketing and design.

Have the opportunity to be considered for a full time position at the end of the internship.

What We’re Offering
The unique opportunity to have a serious impact on a growing company and our clients.
Learning and development opportunities within a young, non-hierarchical and dynamic company.
A fun and diverse working place. We strongly believe in the strength of combining unique values and
opinions of people from different cultures and backgrounds.
A working environment with the freedom to express ideas and follow through with personal initiatives.
The opportunity to work in a brand-new office in the Silicon Canals of Amsterdam.
Company benefits like lunch at the office, Friday afternoon drinks, a yearly trip and boating on the
canals when the weather allows us to.

Are you interested?
Have we sparked your interest and do you feel you are the person we’re looking for? Great! Send us your
portfolio and CV to marc.dinsbach@epiphany-rbc.com .

“Epiphany: The sudden realization of the essence or
meaning of something”
Marc Dinsbach


marc.dinsbach@epiphany-rbc.com 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